
COPY 

This was in Bob's clothes when they were returned. Was nine pages in 
longhand., 

Elizabeth, my dear: 

Will neither number or date this letter as the time of mailing is in the 
future - but as the sun sets in the west and towards home - a very beautiful 
picture is offered and a feeling of loneliness dictates me to write you a 
few lines as to my actions and activity of the past few days. 

Of course, you know I had a small part on the initial invasion of Italy and 
our organization has the honor of making t he first landing of Allied Forces 
in Europe. At the very first we spent several very hard days and nights 
without sleep. However, the picture before me now is far from one of war 
except for a "hoish11 . in the far distance where our brother soldiers are carry
ing on the offensive we started. 

Tonight I write you from a farm yard in central Italy - have been here for 
a couple of days and will be here a couple more before going back into the 
thick of total confusion - where ones brain goes a mile a minute and cunning 
means of complete and total destruction is the only thought - all this is 
inspired by a thought of gaining victory for the ones at home we love, worship, 
and ador~ and would give our lives for to prevent them the experience or 
suffering and sadness the natives here have gone throughp 

Without seeing with your own eyes a person cantt realize the content and 
satisfaction the people have gotten since our arrival. An example of their 
feeling - often offering me their own bed to sleep in. They insisted on me 
using a matress on the ground so my comfort would be certain since my bed 
roll, air matress, etco, were lost upon our landing. -They are constantly 
giving us fruits and fresh vegetables, milk, butter, etc., and refuse our smallest 
can of dehydrated foods - so to repay we slip the old man a cigar now and 
then and feed the children candy between meals and when their mother is not 
looking., 

Their main occupation is farming, but the withdrawing enemy took time to 
clean their fields and turn their stock out; so they now spend their time in 
rounding up and salvaging what might be leftp Also in digging up pieces of 
family sentiment buried in the ground for safe keepingp 

Some of the natives in their fright of war left their homes for the mountains 
and small caves and some protection. A happy sight it is to see these. people 
walking along the road and cross-country, a smile on their face and their 
total belongings in a small bag on their back, as they return to their homes 
and families - some of which have suffered in the worse way from action nec
essary to run the enemy. 

Even though some or many of our shells have done damage these people have no 
hard feelings towards us. They accept it as a "had to be11 and are now going 
about their work of reconstruction; as a great striking force moves _on toward 
the North and further Victory. The people here are wonderful. Far above the 
people of Africa. To describe them you might say they are good, religious 
country people - without the finer things of life and unknown to fancy living -
Just let them alone with their work (small farms) and they live in perfect 
happiness and satisfactiono 



In making an operation of the nature we have just done is truly a job and 
requires work of perfection. The actual landing being only a very small 
part. As to the personal work one goes over and through his equipment, 
throwing away unnecessary items and cutting down on the weight and bulk., 
The final packing consists of spliting your things equally in three or four 
groups - one to go with you, one in your bed roll, one on your vehicle 
(Bertie Elizabeth) (His jeep was named Bertie (His mother) Elizabeth (His 
Girl Friend) - and one to follow - take in your luggage. Of course, the 
object being if one is lost you don 1 t lose everything ••o as said before I 
lost my bed roll., 

Then comes the time to load the boat and be on .your way. A feeling of semi
excitement as to where we are going, etc., as at this late date only a very 
few officers possess this knowledg~. 

The next few days to follow are spent in deep study of maps and reported 
· information as to the enemy, etc., a lot of time is devoted to resting, but 
a nervous feeling makes sleeping hard. Late at night you go upon deck a 
wonderful sight is the mass of ships in the convoy all running full speed 
ahead and in total black-out,. The moon shines across the wake and in the 
still and peace of the night, home and your loveg ones is your thought. 
Then unknowing a prayer for safe return and success upon the operation is 
on your lips. In about an hour you go below to the Wardroom for coffee and 
midnight sandwich before going back to bed. The Wardroom is full of laughing· 
officers, lights, smoke, poker chips, cards, etc. Most of them trying to 
rid their minds of the thought of the coming work. Although everyone is 
anxious for the event to come; it compares to a final examination in College. 
For three years our work and training has been toward this one goal, and at 
last the day has come. --- Yfo hope and pray for sucees;;, ' but the thought of 
death and injury does not seem to enter the mind. As all greeting upon de
parting are: "Good luck, give them hell, and will see you shortly." 

Soon the morning of that day arrives and long before daylight you lower over 
the side of your assault boat and away from the mother-like ship you go. The 
invasion is under way. 

Thus far our success has been good, however, we have had our taste of it all
death, injury, shock, bombing, and the like, but all is part of war and 
worthy our best efforts. We are on our way home - the shortest route via 
Berlin. 

For your information, Bertie Elizabeth and I are swell - no cuts, or 
bruises and going strong. We are sort of dirty - need a bath, but we aren't 
hungry and hope we are doing a good jobp 


